Mad Over Health
Mad over Health is a brand with great vision to make this world a
healthy place to live. In this era of packed food and fake products,
Mad Over Health aware you about the consequences you might
face by eating this food with a quick solution of Real Organic and
Self-made products that would keep you healthy and increase your
life span.

Things we worked on:
Content Creation

Content Straategy

Social Media Management

Advertising

How the idea Stuck our client?
Being a renowned Doctor himself, the
client had already seen people suffering
from packaged food or fake products for
years and always dreamt of solving this
issue from its roots. To do this, client
decided to manufacture his own products
and sell them through offline and online
stores and promoting them on social
media.

Designing

How did the Client find Liftup?
Upon seeing our campaigns on Social
Media and our previous work we did for
our clients, they reached out to us for
designing some social media content
that would give them an initial push
while promoting their products.

What our client sought?
Client wished to grow their brand to
a stage there no more promotion is
needed and everyone is automatically
attached to organic products. Through
the online medium and social media
marketing, they wanted us to reach
out to people and make them aware
about the junk they consume on daily
basis and how their products can help
them get a healthy lifestyle.

Final Strategy

We created multiple posts for the client and also helped them
with their social media strategy so that they could reach out to
more and more people in less amount of time.
Client was very much convinced with poster style and the way
we explained everything in detail with the help of graphics which
eventually helped them grow their social media with ease.

To the point graphical
representation of
content.

Brand centered
graphics style.

Results
The Posters we created and the strategy we gave to the client
helped them in getting that initial boost while they also got some
amazing response from their existing follower base about the
quality of content, they provided in such a simple manner.

